Here’s a riddle. What's rarely seen, but sees all? It can soar through the sky, and save the day, but it's also known to deliver pizza. Here’s another hint. It can also be operated remotely, or controlled by a computer. Learn more about drones by watching this video and then expand your knowledge by completing the worksheet below by yourself or with an adult!

**Try It Yourself!**

Identify an **industry.** This can be anything from healthcare to the food industry, to fire and rescue, etc.

**Industry:**

Identify a **problem** within that industry that you think a drone could help solve.

**Problem:**

**Design** a drone that can help solve that problem. Remember that drones can work in the air, on land, or in water.

**Drone design:**

Then, create a presentation to share your drone idea. Be sure to include: (1) Tell us what problem your drone will help solve. (2) Tell us who your drone will benefit. Whose life will it make better? (3) Create a drawing of your drone with labels to describe the different parts and capabilities. Try drawing multiple images to show your drone in action!
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